Write “raise”, “rise” or “rose” in each sentence.

1. _____Raise_____ your hand before you answer the question.

2. The sun __________in the east.

3. Parents ________ their children the best they can.

4. We always __________for the national anthem.

5. They __________ the gate before driving through.

6. They __________ to their feet when the principal walks in.

7. The custodian will __________ the flag this morning.

8. The mountains ___ against the sky.

9. The cat will ____ her kittens to use the litter box.

10. If you have a question, ________ your hand.
Commonly confused verbs: raise – rise - rose
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Answers

1. _______Raise______ your hand before you answer the question.

2. The sun _______rises______ in the east.

3. Parents _______raise______ their children the best they can.

4. We always _______raise______ for the national anthem.

5. They _______rise______ the gate before driving through.

6. They _______rose______ to their feet when the principal walks in.

7. The custodian will _______raise______ the flag this morning.

8. The mountains _______rise______ against the sky.

9. The cat will _______raise______ her kittens to use the litter box.

10. If you have a question, _______raise______ your hand.